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Abstract: The effectiveness of human security-based guard patrol systems often faces challenges
related to the consistency of perimeter checks regarding timing and patterns. Some solutions use
autonomous drones for monitoring assistance but primarily optimize their camera-based object
detection capabilities for favorable lighting conditions. This research introduces an innovative
approach to address these limitations—a flying watchdog designed to augment patrol operations
with predetermined flight patterns, enabling checkpoint identification and position verification
through vision-based methods. The system has a laser-based data transmitter to relay real-time
location and timing information to a receiver. The proposed system consists of drone and ground
checkpoints with distinctive shapes and colored lights, further enhanced by solar panels serving as
laser data receivers. The result demonstrates the drone’s ability to detect four white dot LEDs with
square configurations at distances ranging from 18 to 20 m, even under deficient light conditions
based on the OpenCV detection algorithm. Notably, the study underscores the significance of
achieving an even distribution of light shapes to mitigate light scattering effects on readings while
also confirming that ambient light levels up to a maximum of 390 Lux have no adverse impact on the
performance of the sensing device.

Keywords: drone; patrol; OpenCV; laser; monitoring; security; data communication; computer vision;
IoT; watchdog

1. Introduction

In recent years, the flying Internet of Things, commonly called drones, has rapidly
evolved, permeating various domains such as surveillance, defense, logistics, cartography,
and search and rescue [1–5]. This research focuses on the specific application of drones in
security monitoring. Within this context, drones play a pivotal role by either augmenting
or substituting human involvement in routine patrols and perimeter inspections to pre-
empt unauthorized access to restricted areas. Drones employed for security monitoring are
equipped with sophisticated cameras and sensor arrays, enabling them to detect anomalous
activities and issue timely alerts [6–9]. The primary advantage of aerial surveillance plat-
forms is their ability to offer a comprehensive and adaptable field of view. Consequently,
this technology is relevant in defense operations, spanning military and civilian installa-
tions, including warehouses, factories, farms, and mining facilities [10–14]. The drones
designed for this purpose exhibit autonomous flight capabilities, executing predefined
flight paths and even incorporating artificial intelligence algorithms for adaptive navigation.
However, it is crucial to note that the term “fully autonomous” is somewhat misleading, as
human intervention remains indispensable in several critical aspects of drone operation.
These include the initial power-up procedures, pre-flight system assessments, hardware
diagnostics, waypoint establishment, and task allocation. Drones are valuable for collabo-
rating with human operators to ensure adequate security monitoring [15–19]. Operators are
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responsible for overseeing drone flights, maintaining consistency in executing scheduled
perimeter checks, and, in essence, utilizing these airborne platforms as an innovative form
of flying closed-circuit television (CCTV). This symbiotic relationship between drones and
human operators significantly enhances security measures in various sectors.

This research addresses the limitations inherent in drone-based and human patrol
surveillance methods. Drones with camera-based detection systems often struggle in
adverse environmental lighting conditions, restricting their object detection capabilities
to favorable lighting scenarios [20,21]. Conversely, human patrols encounter challenges
related to task consistency, particularly during perimeter checks. This study proposes
implementing an automated system that coordinates the efforts of drones and human
patrols through remote monitoring and perimeter sign-in methods. Currently, the preva-
lent technologies for drone check-ins rely on markers or QR code detectors, primarily
applied in drone delivery contexts and limited by specific lighting conditions. Meanwhile,
human patrol check-ins typically involve Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) stationary
systems [22,23]. This research explores innovative solutions to enhance surveillance capabil-
ities, mitigate limitations, and improve security measures in various operational scenarios.

With all existing technology and issues, we propose the creation of a cutting-edge
Flying Watchdog System capable of location recognition using distinct glowing markers.
As part of this system, drones employ laser data transmission to a Portable Glowing Pad
(PGP) acting as the receiver. The laser’s low-angle beam or single-point transmission
ensures precise drone positioning directly above the designated check-in location. This
development of a Flying Watchdog Guard Patrol system is structured around three primary
focal points:

• Light pattern detection with vision-based technology;
• Laser data communication through the air;
• Drone check-in pad with remote monitoring capability.

A critical aspect of this research involves the utilization of LEDs with varying shapes
and colors as markers. The OpenCV algorithm enables color and shape detection in
low-light conditions, ensuring robust performance in the dark. Additionally, a D350 depth-
sensing camera integrated with the drone facilitates the identification of three distinct
patterns generated by LEDs of different colors. The experimental results will demonstrate
the system’s detection range, the lumens of LEDs detectable under diverse low-light
environmental conditions, detection algorithms, and the optimization of detector response
time. The drone has a laser transmitter featuring an 8-bit unique code exclusively for PGP
authentication. The PGP, the check-in station, incorporates a self-powering mechanism
through solar panels. It functions to activate the LED pattern and serve as the laser receiver
while offering real-time remote monitoring capabilities to manage LED activation times,
check-in times, and log-book data. Real-time monitoring also enables the possibility of
triggering alarms in the event of patrol negligence. The number of PGPs can be tailored to
meet the specific requirements of the surveillance operation, accommodating a variable
quantity of checkpoints and perimeter locations for drone inspection. Verification entails
conducting drone flights following predefined flight patterns with multiple checkpoints
to ensure the system’s reliability. The flight and check-in process can be conveniently
monitored through remote access, ensuring the system’s robustness and effectiveness in
enhancing surveillance operations.

This system introduces an innovative approach featuring a specially designed lumi-
nous marker capable of being detected by a vision sensor, thereby supplanting the need for
traditional QR codes or tags. Tags typically serve as reference points in drone applications,
facilitating specific tasks like drone landings. However, these conventional tags face limi-
tations in low-light conditions. The primary challenge is the development of a detection
algorithm capable of operating optimally in favorable conditions, utilizing a compact LED
emitting a small dot of light and following a particular LED pattern. Our study aims to
assess the system’s performance across varying environmental lighting conditions to gauge
its reliability. We will also investigate how LED color affects detection distance when com-
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bined with the detection algorithm and the efficacy of the filtering process in distinguishing
genuine targets from false ones. This innovative approach draws inspiration from a detec-
tion model initially designed for identifying traffic lights in autonomous driving scenarios.
Additionally, we explore the groundbreaking concept of information transmission via laser
technology and its integration into drone systems. This research encompasses various
aspects, including the alignment process between the laser transmitter and receiver, data
transmission time, and the impact of ambient light on laser-based data transmission. This
multifaceted investigation promises to yield valuable insights into the practicality and
effectiveness of these novel techniques.

The remaining sections of this study are structured as follows. In Section 2, we
explore prior research, providing valuable context to better appreciate our contributions’
uniqueness. Moving on to Section 3, we present an in-depth overview of the system’s design
and architecture, elucidating the goals we have set for our proposed method. Section 4
comprehensively presents the test results and a thorough drone and PGP system analysis.
Finally, in Section 5, we draw our conclusions and discuss avenues for future work.

2. Related Work

In the present study, the prevailing paradigm in drone-based security patrol systems
revolves around path planning for individual drones and swarms, deploying detection
methodologies for intruder discrimination, and utilizing sensor technologies optimized
for low-light environments. Conventional checkpoint data validation, particularly con-
cerning patrol check-in processes, predominantly relies on RFID technology. This research
introduces an innovative approach employing a laser as a singular, concentrated beam
for high-speed data transmission. A computer vision-based sensing apparatus is also
implemented to recognize traffic signal colors.

The patrolling method can identify suspicious behavior by utilizing single or multiple
object optimization techniques to anticipate human movement [24,25]. This approach
leverages heuristic search strategies to explore the impact of various intruder behaviors on
search performance [26,27]. Critical parameters in the pattern of search within this method
encompass the size of the search area, the number of patrolling drones, camera positioning,
and the behavior of potential intruders. In the context of night-time security and intruder
detection, an infrared camera is employed with drones [28]. Furthermore, the study
delves into the analysis of human behavior, specifically focusing on gait and even hand
movements, by compiling a dataset encompassing diverse walking styles [29]. The primary
research objectives revolve around night-time object detection, human behavior analysis,
and intruder warning systems. Another facet of this field of study involves path planning
utilizing multiple Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for intricate patrol missions [30].
The findings demonstrate that a strategy involving multi-layer nesting and random walk
patterns outperforms the particle swarm optimization algorithm in the context of drone
patrolling. The utilization of drones in security operations remains primarily centered on
their capacity for search and detection, as evidenced by prior research. While incapable of
entirely autonomous flight, drones are supportive tools that enhance security measures.
This study, however, shifts its focus towards a novel perspective, emphasizing the role of
patrol drones in actively safeguarding and fortifying security efforts.

Regarding light detection, the prevailing emphasis often centers on color detection
monitoring, which finds applications in recognizing traffic lights for autonomous driving
purposes and monitoring RGB images to assess light pollution levels [31–33]. The results
of these investigations reveal that both OpenCV and the You Only Look Once (YOLO)
algorithm are instrumental in detecting traffic lights and recognizing their colors through
trained models [34]. Deep learning techniques, specifically those based on integral channel
features, can identify shape, color, and texture attributes associated with traffic lights.
Additionally, YOLOv4 and YOLOv5 demonstrate exceptional success rates exceeding 85%
in detecting and recognizing traffic lights [35,36]. Besides computer vision, another ap-
proach to night-time illumination detection involves assessing night ground brightness
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with optical devices for light mapping [37]. The existing research shows different tech-
niques for detection with different algorithms depending on the application. The findings
from prior studies underscore the significance of refining the filtering process to mitigate
light dispersion effects. Many of these investigations are still ongoing, with a primary
focus on enhancing process accuracy and minimizing the occurrence of false positives in
target identification.

3. Proposed Flying Watchdog Architecture

The drone system is comprised of two distinct components: an aerial surveillance
module designed to augment security patrols and a ground-based checkpoint platform
serving as a check-in station for security personnel. The ground checkpoint, or PGP, has
Wi-Fi connectivity to transmit pertinent information about patrol schedules, logging data,
and alerts to web or mobile interfaces.

This Internet of Things (IoT)-based framework offers functionalities such as scheduling
security patrols, recording drone-generated maps with GPS coordinates, and triggering
alarms during security breaches. It is worth noting that while IoT applications of this
nature have found widespread adoption, the primary focus of this study does not center
on this application domain. The proposed architectural configuration is illustrated in
Figure 1. The drone can fly with a predetermined flight pattern between checkpoints. Upon
reaching each checkpoint, the drone engages in a search mode to identify PGP by executing
a circular flight path with a 1 m radius, and the camera is directed downward at a 45◦ angle.
Subsequently, upon PGP detection, the drone activates a laser for 20 s to transmit a security
code, effectively halting the checkpoint timer. The PGP is intricately designed to establish
a network connection, facilitating the transmission of check-in time data to the IoT Hub
platform. If a check-in is not performed within the specified time frame, an alarm at the
monitoring station is triggered. Importantly, this research underscores the adaptability of
the approach, allowing for flexibility in the number of PGPs employed for checkpoints and
customization of consequences in case of untimely check-ins by the drone.
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3.1. Flying Watchdog Model

The initial phase of this research is to develop a drone with a 680 mm wheelbase frame
and PGP design. This study employs a meticulously designed drone measuring 48 cm
in both length and width, featuring a robust 400 kV rotor, 13-inch propeller, and a high-
capacity 6500 mAh 80C 14.8-volt Lithium Polymer (LiPo) battery, affording it an impressive
flight duration of 45 min. The mechanical structure of the drone is seamlessly integrated
with a flight controller boasting an array of sensors, including an accelerometer, gyroscope,
digital compass, GPS, and lidar. This amalgamation equips the drone with the capability
to operate semi-autonomously. Crucially, the drone establishes a vital connection with a
monitoring station via a 915 MHz, 100 mW radio telemetry system, offering a transmission
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range of up to 300 m. A comprehensive illustration of the drone’s configuration is presented
in Figure 2, providing valuable insights into its intricate design and componentry.
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The architectural framework of the aerial watchdog system is meticulously organized
into three distinct modes: the flying mode, the searching mode, and the communication
mode. The flying mode serves as the platform for executing predefined flight commands
and overseeing the autonomous maneuvering of the drone en route to its destination. In
the searching mode, a high-level processing computer, the 4 GB 64-bit NVIDIA Jetson
Nano, is engaged. It is seamlessly connected to a flight controller via the universal asyn-
chronous receiver transmitter (UART) communication protocol, operating at speeds of up to
921,600 bps (bits per second). In this configuration, hardware and telemetry compatibility
are optimized at 115,200 bps.

Furthermore, the searching mode is integrated with a depth camera D435, serving as
a sensory device to detect PGP based on color and shape criteria. Given the continuous
monitoring requirements of both the PGP and flying mode, a third microcontroller is intro-
duced to facilitate communication between the drone and the PGP. This microcontroller is
also equipped with a laser for data transmission purposes. The communication protocol
employed in this system utilizes half-duplex serial communication, whereby signals are
transmitted from the NVIDIA Jetson to the Arduino microcontroller, initiating data trans-
mission via the laser for a 20 s duration. A comprehensive visualization of the configuration
of these three operational modes is thoughtfully depicted in Figure 3, providing valuable in-
sights into the system’s intricate design and functional interplay. Communication between
the flight controller and NVIDIA Jetson is carried out using MAVROS, which bridges the
MAVLink communication protocol from the flight controller with robot operating systems
on NVIDIA Jetson. The drone configuration, monitoring, and predetermined flight pattern
are carried out using the open-source Mission Planner platform.

3.2. PGP Detection Model

This study presents an innovative real-time pipeline that detects and recognizes PGP
characterized by distinct colors and patterns. As detailed in Section 2, contemporary light
detection technology predominantly finds application in traffic light detection. These
systems are typically tailored for fixed-shaped objects, such as traffic lights, and primarily
rely on three distinct detection colors coupled with specific algorithms for recognition. In
our research, we adopted an edge light detection approach and a greyscale color translation
algorithm to expedite the capturing and filtering of the emitted LED light. The proposed
system leverages an Intel D435 camera, capable of capturing high-resolution 1080p videos,
which is seamlessly interfaced with an NVIDIA Jetson, serving as the primary image
processing unit. The system rigorously analyzes various lighting conditions to ensure
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robust performance. In addition to its sophisticated image processing capabilities, the study
also delves into the design and investigation of PGP variants, comprising three unique
shapes and dot patterns, each distinguished by a diverse color palette, as exemplified in
Figure 4. Specifically, white is adopted for the PGP shape, while the dot patterns exhibit a
harmonious blend of blue, red, purple, yellow, and white hues.
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The PGP detection model is constructed with a multi-stage approach encompassing
essential preprocessing steps, color space transformation, segmentation via thresholding
and contouring, and morphological operations. Within the preprocessing stage, the system
identifies regions of interest, performs image denoising, and rectifies images, particularly in
low-light settings. The threshold value is meticulously computed through the thresholding
and contouring process to effectively distinguish between daytime and night-time scenarios,
ensuring accurate image segmentation. Subsequently, the image is subjected to critical
procedures, including feature extraction, classification, and verification. The verification
stage represents the final step, validating the color and shape codes against predefined
targets before transmitting data via a laser medium. The proposed PGP detection scheme,
elucidating the intricate workings of this model, is thoughtfully depicted in Figure 5,
providing valuable insights into the system’s operational flow and critical components.
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The detection process involves thresholding and contouring, where the initial step
focuses on segmenting the image into regions or objects of interest based on pixel intensity
values. The image is first converted to grayscale to facilitate intensity-based analysis. Each
pixel’s intensity is quantified on a scale from 0 (representing black) to 255 (indicating
white). Subsequently, a threshold value (T) is meticulously selected, considering the unique
characteristics of the image and the desired segregation of objects from the background. This
thresholding operation transforms the grayscale image into a binary image, with each pixel
assuming a value of either 0 (black) if its intensity (Int) falls below the threshold (Int < T)
or 255 (white) if its intensity surpasses or equals the threshold (Int ≥ T). Equation (1)
represents the mathematical terms for a binary pixel (b).

f(b) =
{

0,
255,

if Int < T
if Int ≥ T

(1)

In the second phase of the contouring process, we aim to identify and outline the
boundaries of objects or regions within the binary image precisely. The identification
process involves a series of sequential operations, commencing with the crucial edge
detection step. Edge detection accentuates parts of rapid intensity change within the image,
which directly correspond to the boundaries of objects. Among the array of edge detection
algorithms available, the widely acclaimed Canny edge detector is frequently employed
for its exceptional performance. This step is pivotal, as it is crucial in detecting encryption
patterns characterized by various shapes. In this context, we use the Canny edge detector
to detect edges within our images effectively. The procedure comprises several key stages,
including Gaussian smoothing, gradient computation, non-maximum suppression, and
edge tracking through hysteresis. The process commences with Gaussian smoothing,
a critical step to reduce noise within the image. This operation involves applying a 2D
Gaussian filter to the original photo, with the parameters of the Gaussian kernel determined
by a formula that incorporates the standard deviation (σ), as seen in Equation (2). The
outcome is a smoothed image rendition, setting the stage for subsequent and precise
edge detection.

G(x, y) =
1

(2πσ2)
exp

(
−
(
x2 + y2)
(2σ2)

)
(2)

The Gaussian kernel object position in a two-dimensional axis (x, y) is represented
with G(x, y). The standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution controls the amount of
smoothing. After applying Gaussian smoothing, we focus on calculating image gradients
to pinpoint regions displaying significant pixel intensity changes, which serve as key indi-
cators of potential edges. This gradient computation is conducted in a horizontal (Ix) and
vertical

(
Iy
)

directions through specialized filters represent this state, as seen in Equation (3).[
Ix
Iy

]
= G

[
img

[
−1 0 1

]
img

[
−1 0 1

]] (3)
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In our analysis, the image obtained after Gaussian smoothing is denoted as ‘G,’ while
the original image is symbolized as ‘img’. We employ a concise 1 × 3 matrix to establish
image boundaries, representing the [left, center, right] positions. The central value (0 in
the matrix) is multiplied by the corresponding pixel in the image. The left value (−1 in
the matrix) is multiplied by the pixel to the left. The correct value (1 in the matrix) is
multiplied by the pixel to the right. We compute the gradient magnitude to gauge the
intensity of edges at every pixel. This magnitude (mag) is derived as the square root of the
sum of squared gradients in both the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) directions, which can
be calculated using Equation (4). The gradient direction is computed using the tangent
function to ascertain the orientation of edges, providing insight into edge orientations at
each pixel, which can be seen in Equation (5). The symbol of ‘dir’ represented the gradient
direction in radians.

mag =
√

Ix2 + Iy2 (4)

dir = tan−1(Ix, Iy
)

(5)

In the pursuit of refining detected edges, we implement non-maximum suppression as
a pivotal step. This technique selectively preserves local gradient maxima while discarding
less pronounced gradients, effectively thinning the edges and maintaining detection accu-
racy. Subsequently, we employ edge tracking via hysteresis to connect neighboring strong
edge pixels, thereby establishing continuous edges. This process hinges on two threshold
values: a high threshold (Thigh) and a low threshold (Tlow). Pixels with gradient magnitudes
exceeding Thigh are classified as solid edges, while those falling between Tlow and Thigh are
deemed weak edges. Weak edges are considered part of an edge if interconnected with
solid edges, thus forming a coherent edge map. The edge detector is comprised of a multi-
stage process that generates a binary edge map, where white pixels denote detected edges,
as evidenced in encrypted LED pattern detection results. This comprehensive approach,
encompassing Gaussian smoothing, gradient calculation, non-maximum suppression, and
hysteresis thresholding, emerges as a robust and productive technique for precise edge
detection within digital images.

Following the successful edge detection phase, our contouring algorithm takes the
helm, systematically identifying connected components of edge pixels. This process assem-
bles neighboring pixels that collectively delineate a common object boundary, giving rise
to distinct groups. These groups, or contours, are subsequently represented as sequences
of (x, y) coordinates, effectively outlining the boundaries of objects inherent in the binary
image. Contours are invaluable assets in our endeavor to discern the LED pattern. They
encompass a wealth of information, including metrics such as area and centroid, which can
be calculated mathematically via contour analysis. This holistic approach, underpinned
by the fusion of thresholding and contouring techniques, constitutes the bedrock for the
efficacious detection and analysis of encrypted LED patterns within images, employing the
versatile OpenCV framework.

3.3. Data Communication via Air

The challenging aspects of laser-based data transmission lie in the alignment pro-
cedure and the influence of ambient light. In our research, we devised an algorithm to
facilitate automatic calibration, enabling a comparison between ambient and laser light.
This comparison is particularly crucial as we employ solar panels as laser receivers. We im-
plemented the Hamming encoder method for efficient data transmission, which processes
8-bit data. Data communication is designed using a laser direct link between the transmitter
and receiver. The system employs a 650 nm red laser module with a 5 mW power rating
and a 5–10 kHz frequency range. Controlled by an Arduino microcontroller, this commu-
nication setup adheres to safety regulations and employs an innovative communication
protocol. The laser receiver, powered by a 5.5-volt, 3-watt solar panel, interfaces with the
Arduino microcontroller within the PGP system, utilizing a 10-bit resolution Analog Digital
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Converter (ADC). The communication protocol is based on a Simplex method using the
Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) serial communications standard,
running at 9600 bits per second with a 64-byte First-In-First-Out (FIFO) serial buffer. This
article explores the protocol’s functionality, analogous to Morse code, where ‘0’ and ‘1’ code
data represent 8 bits of information, with start and end bits serving as transmission flags.

The drone’s laser system will initiate data transmission only after it successfully detects
and verifies the PGP. The details of the data communication block diagram can be seen
in Figure 6. The procedure for transmitting data via a laser follows a similar principle to
conventional serial data transmission through a cable. The laser on the transmitting end
remains active for 8 s, allowing the receiver ample time to gauge the laser input voltage.
Subsequently, the analog-to-digital synchronization process, which includes start and stop
bits, is executed. The communication protocol transmits data as an 8-bit string or array.
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Conversely, the solar panel, the laser receiver, employs an analog data comparison
method. The received data manifest as analog information, with the voltage from the
solar panel ascending in correlation with the intensity of the received light. To illustrate,
if the solar panel receives light from its surrounding environment and registers a voltage
range of 4.1 to 4.2 volts, the laser received by the solar panel will amplify the input voltage
by approximately 5%, contingent on factors such as distance and laser power settings.
This comparison process is essential for establishing a threshold value and configuring
adaptive laser detection through software. This software effectively discerns between laser-
generated light and ambient light. When the data received by the PGP system matches the
information stored in the database, the IoT-based system integrated with PGP will transmit
integer data (e.g., “325” indicating the location code from PGP) to the IoT hub. These
shared data include a timestamp, as depicted in Figure 6. The PGP system is implemented
using an ESP8266 NodeMCU, which boasts Wi-Fi connectivity and is linked to a Think-
board functioning as the IoT hub for this setup. Communication within the PGP system is
facilitated by the MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) protocol. Moreover, a
scheduling system for data loggers can be devised in more sophisticated IoT systems to
accommodate multiple PGP systems.

The solar panel serves as the input receiver, and it is linked to the Analog-to-Digital
Converter (ADC) within the microcontroller, facilitating the conversion of analog signals
into digital ones. The solar panel exhibits sensitivity to incident light, and this investigation
aims to elucidate the impact of low-power laser irradiation on the data reception procedure.
The proposed system is meticulously devised to calibrate environmental parameters au-
tonomously, including ambient light conditions and laser illumination. The outcome of this
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calibration yields a discernible threshold value, and the associated algorithm is elucidated
in Equation (6).

Vsi =
∑ Xsi(i)

N
=

∑((a.t) + b)
N(t)

(6)

ADCsi =
1
Vi

.
(
2α.Vsi

)
(7)

Solar irradiance exhibits constant fluctuations, resulting in variations in the solar
panel’s input voltage (Vsi). Equation (6) is a tool to compute the average input voltage
from the solar panel (Vsi), determined by the number of iterations or time-based iterations.
Each input voltage measurement during an iteration (Xsi) across the total iterations (N)
contributes to calculating the average solar panel input voltage. Alternatively, one can
compute the average value over a specific period, using N(t) to denote the number of
iterations at a given time (t), where ‘t’ is a continuous variable representing time. This
time range typically spans from t = t1 to t = t2. In this context, ‘a’ symbolizes the rate of
change, while ‘b’ represents the initial number of iterations at t = 0. The resultant average
input voltage exists as an analog voltage value, which undergoes translation through an
analog-to-digital converter. Equation (7) is employed to calculate this average input voltage.
The onboard ADC microcontroller Arduino offers a 10-bit ADC value (α), supplied with
a 5-volt input voltage (Vi). It is important to note that fluctuations in the input voltage
originating from the solar panel will impact the ADC value, introducing variability in
the readings.

V(si+laser) =
∑ X(si+laser)(i)

N
=

∑((a.t) + b)
N(t)

(8)

ADC(si+laser) =
1
Vi

.
(

2α.V(si+laser)

)
(9)

The laser beam received by the solar panel induces fluctuations in irradiance levels. To
ensure precise readings, it is essential to calculate the average value based on the number
of iterations or within a specified time frame, as outlined in Equation (8). Furthermore,
the average change in the solar panel’s input value impacts the ADC (Analog-to-Digital
Converter) reading, which can be computed using Equation (9). The data communication
protocol’s validation phase entails retrieving data through a serial monitor interface. More-
over, the examination also considers the potential influence of ambient lighting and the
spatial separation between components on the data retrieval process.

4. Results and Discussion

In this research, our experimentation involved configuring the drone for automated
flight, following a predetermined flight path with designated waypoints. Four specific
checkpoints, namely CP-1, CP-2, CP-3, and CP-4, were integrated into the flight plan, as
illustrated in Figure 1. To facilitate this, we harnessed an open-source platform, such as
Mission Planner, to predefine the flight path and establish checkpoint locations for each
Point of Interest (PGP). During the actual flight test, we activated the search mode when
the drone reached the final checkpoint, CP-4. At this juncture, the drone autonomously
navigated toward CP-4 and initiated a search mission to pinpoint the PGP’s exact location.
Leveraging computer vision technology based on distinct glowing patterns, the drone
identified the PGP’s position and hovered in place for 10 s to facilitate data transmission.
The outcomes of our testing phase are graphically represented in Figure 7, which illustrates
the drone’s circular flight path around the CP-4 location, maintaining a radius of 1 m. The
search maneuver was executed by controlling the drone’s rotational angles, including pitch,
roll, and yaw, while it remained in search mode for 30 s.
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The overview of the code snippets depicted in Figure 8 are crucial elements within
the Drone Control system. These code snippets are scripted in Python and play a vital
role within the context of the ROS package installed in the ‘catkin_ws.’ The primary focus
here is the interaction between the NVIDIA Jetson and the flight controller, which involves
establishing MAVLINK communication via MAVROS and configuring communication
parameters. Furthermore, we delve into the utilization of MAVROS for tasks such as
reading APM firmware configurations, managing the altitude of the delivery drone, and
importing essential messages from ‘mavros_msgs.’ These messages facilitate reading APM
firmware configurations, a task enabled through a ‘yaml’ file that provides crucial state
information regarding the application, particularly on the watchdog drone. The initial code
snippet (Figure 8, Code Syntax: Drone Control, Line 1) configures the MAVROS port for
communication with the Flight Controller. It specifies the serial port as ‘/dev/ttyTHS1’
and sets the baud rate, establishing a connection with Telemetry 2 or flight controller
UART port.
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The code snippet featured in Figure 8, under the sections “LED Detection Python
script” and “Shape Identification,” is responsible for processing camera images to detect
color and shape. This code snippet commences by capturing a frame from a camera source
using the ‘cap.read()’ function. The frame is then resized according to predefined horizontal
and vertical resolution parameters, ensuring uniformity in image processing. For color-
based object detection, the frame converts from the default BGR color space to HSV (Hue,
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Saturation, Value) using ‘cv2.cvtColor.’ HSV is the preferred color space for segmentation
because it isolates color information (Hue) from brightness (Value) and saturation. Color
segmentation is achieved by establishing lower and upper HSV bounds for the target color,
which, in this case, is red. These bounds are defined as ‘lower_red’ and ‘upper_red.’ Pixels
falling within these boundaries represent the red color, for instance. Two masks, ‘mask1’
and ‘mask2,’ are generated to isolate primary and secondary red regions based on the
specified HSV bounds. These masks are then merged to form a final mask (‘mask’) that
accommodates variations in red hues. This last mask is employed to identify contours
within the image via ‘cv2.findContours.’ Contours are continuous curves that delineate
object boundaries within the frame. In this context, the contours signify regions of red color.

The code subsequently proceeds with shape identification, although the specific code
for shape recognition is not provided. It seems to involve transforming the frame into
grayscale, applying Gaussian blur to reduce noise, and employing the Canny edge detection
algorithm. This code exemplifies one facet of shape identification, and similar structures
are used for square and pentagon shapes during testing for various luminance levels.
While this code is indispensable for tasks such as LED and shape recognition, it holds
the potential for broader applications within a vision-based control system. The code
depicted in Figure 8 harnesses MAVROS to govern the altitude of the watchdog drone.
It employs a ROS publisher-subscriber transform node to manage altitude control. The
process entails publishing commands to the MAVROS node responsible for altitude control.
The code imports essential MAVROS messages from the ‘mavros_msgs’ package, which
include ‘AttitudeTarget,’ ‘Set_Ned_Velocity,’ and ‘StatusMessage.’ These messages serve
as the communication and control conduits between the NVIDIA Jetson and the flight
controller, enabling functions such as setting attitude targets, velocity control, and drone
status monitoring.

The system verification process comprises two distinct stages: firstly, the detection
of luminous patterns utilizing OpenCV, and secondly, the transmission of data through
the air. This research examines two critical parameters: the detection distance between the
drone and the Point of Interest (PGP) and the data transmission range achieved using a
low-power red laser.

4.1. Light Color and Pattern Detection Based on OpenCV

The computer vision processing in this study is segmented into two distinct phases:
object detection and classification. Object detection, in turn, is further subdivided into
three different scenarios: low light, darkness, and standard lighting conditions. These
divisions assess the reliability and performance of the developed detection software under
varying environmental conditions, including the impact of ambient light on detection
range. We utilized a 0.06 A 5 V LED to create a distinct point pattern, as depicted in
Figure 4. Each LED emitted light in a manner that produced a circular scattering pattern.
Our research incorporated LEDs in five colors, red, purple, yellow, blue, and white, to
investigate potential variations in detection distances. For precision in our measurements
and experimental setup, the experiments were conducted horizontally, aligning the camera
with the target object. The results of these experiments are presented in Figure 9, shedding
light on the outcomes of our investigations.

The primary objective of the airborne watchdog system is to operate effectively during
nocturnal hours or in environments with limited ambient light. Experimental trials were
conducted under two distinct light intensity conditions, precisely 20 lux (considered meager
light) and 35 lux (classified as low light). The findings from these experiments are presented
in Figure 10. All four LEDs were subjected to identical power settings; however, it was
observed that only the yellow LED remained undetectable, while the white LED exhibited
the most extended detection range in low-light conditions, spanning approximately 18 to
20 m.
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Notably, with a 15 lux difference between meager light conditions, only the blue
LEDs demonstrated a substantial difference in detection distance, extending up to 5 m. In
comparison, the red and purple LEDs exhibited a more modest difference of only 2 m. The
results indicate that detection distances increase as ambient lighting conditions become
darker. Consequently, white light outperforms other LED colors in terms of detection range,
making it the preferred choice for the LED pattern in the upcoming stages of development.
Furthermore, these findings underscore the potential of single LEDs, or combinations of
single LEDs arranged in different designs, to substitute traditional markers effectively. In
conclusion, when the data readings align with the pre-established database, the system
transmits a message to the serial monitor. It activates the data transfer process through
a laser.
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4.2. Light Shape Pattern Detection

Three distinct shapes, a square, a triangle, and a pentagon, were meticulously crafted
utilizing 12-volt 1-watt LED strips, each measuring 45 cm long. Detecting the light shape
patterns on these objects was executed by identifying the luminous outlines encompassing
each shape, employing the methodology elucidated in Section 3.2. Subsequently, we
embarked on an object classification procedure to distinguish genuine identifications from
erroneous ones, as exemplified in Figure 11. The segmentation process using OpenCV
serves the sole purpose of identifying triangles while excluding other shapes. However, it’s
worth noting that the system still identifies square-shaped rooftops among the results. The
next step involves applying a kernel function filtering mechanism and employing light edge
detection to address this. This step eliminates false positives, as Figure 10 depicts. Upon
completion of the classification process, it becomes evident that only the triangle shape
meets the criteria for legitimate identification in this scenario. Verification is subsequently
conducted through serial monitors to confirm the accuracy of the title.
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The subsequent phase entails the identification of three distinct pattern shapes: tri-
angles, squares, and pentagons. This endeavor aims to determine which condition can be
detected over the most extended range. To achieve this, a series of trials involving a hori-
zontal detection approach amid various environmental objects and under diverse lighting
conditions were conducted. Figure 12 illustrates the experimental setup, encompassing the
image segmentation process and the application of light edge filtering. The outcomes of the
detection process are showcased on the serial monitor and subsequently transmitted from
NVIDIA Jetson to the Arduino microcontroller, initializing the data transmission process
through laser technology.

The detection process underwent examination under three distinct environmental
lighting conditions: low light (8.9 lux), moderate light (168 lux), and standard illumination
(390 lux). It is worth noting that the LED strip’s luminance is 400 to 500 lux. Considering
the detection distances, it becomes evident that the square shape surpasses the triangle
and pentagon in terms of its range. Remarkably, the pentagon also exhibits a longer
dimension than the square. Detailed findings and the outcomes of the classification process
are tabulated in Table 1. These findings were validated by comparing the obtained results
with the database.

The OpenCV algorithm has proven to be a dependable tool in the detection process,
and applying Gaussian Kernel filtering has yielded positive results in the object classifica-
tion procedure. Choosing between four LED dots or a square shape hinges on the specific
application’s requirements regarding pattern usage. Both systems exhibit the remarkable
capability of providing a detection range of up to 20 m, and this range can be further
extended by modifying the size of the LEDs and LED strips used. The subsequent phase of
this endeavor involves object tracking, where the detected object will be realigned to the
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center of the camera’s field of view. This adjustment streamlines the process of transmitting
data, enhancing overall efficiency.
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Table 1. Light shape detection results.

Environmental Light
Intensity (lux)

Io

Detection Range (m)

Triangle Square Pentagon
(Ix = 398 lux) (Ix = 450 lux) (Ix = 496 lux)

0 − 1 14 20.5 15.3
160 − 170 13 18.4 14.3
380 − 390 10.1 17 12.5

4.3. Capability of PGP as a Remote Monitoring System

The adaptive software algorithm formulated using Equations (6) to (9) is instrumental
in our approach. The initial step entails determining the solar irradiance value without a
laser. This is achieved by calculating the average value (Vsi) over 256 iterations or within
the time frame spanning from t1 = 0 s to t2 = 5 s. Subsequently, this value is translated
into an ADC (Analog-to-Digital Converter) value, which falls within 0 to 1023 discrete
analog levels. The outcome of the Vsi calculation establishes the threshold value. If
there is a significant change of more than 40 ADC units, the system reads (V(si+laser))
over 256 iterations to ensure the obtained value stabilizes before synchronization for data
reception. The threshold value of 40 ADC was determined through testing, as depicted in
Figure 13. These tests were conducted under three distinct lighting conditions (Ix): dark
(Ix = 4 lux), low light (Ix = 293 lux), and normal light (Ix = 392 lux). Measurements were
taken from 20 m, considering that the drone’s operational range typically spans 10 to 20 m.
This range ensures the effectiveness of the camera’s field of view for monitoring suspicious
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activities. It is important to note that the solar panel’s input voltage value plays a pivotal
role in these calculations in the absence of laser reception.
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Figure 13. The effect of laser on a solar panel: (a) distance; (b) average output voltage.

The findings reveal that, at reading distances exceeding 10 m, the disparity between
(V(si+laser)) and Vsi exceeds 200 mV or surpasses 30 ADC discrete analog levels. These
results significantly facilitate calculations to distinguish between ambient light and laser-
generated light. Moreover, it is observed that as the distance between the laser and the
solar panel increases, the solar panel’s input voltage experiences a corresponding rise.
This phenomenon is attributed to the larger radius of laser beam divergence, as illustrated
in Figure 14. Additionally, under darker environmental conditions, the disparity value
becomes more pronounced, enhancing the precision of the readings.
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In this experimental phase, air-based data transmission involves the transmission of
only 8 bits of data. The successful transmission and reception of identical data are verified
through the serial monitor. These data functions are akin to RFID technology, enabling the
extraction of information from PGP (Prescribed Ground Point), including the capability
for PGP to relay timestamps to the cloud, serving as check-in information. The research
demonstrates that due to the ample surface area of the solar panel, the system can receive
data even when the laser experiences shifting or vibration caused by the drone’s unstable
hovering. It is important to note that this preliminary investigation does not prioritize
factors such as bandwidth or delivery speed; these aspects will be explored in subsequent
phases. From this initial trial, it can be deduced that the size of the solar panel and the choice
of LED shape significantly influence the ease of detecting and transmitting information.

4.4. Validation and Testing in an Outdoor Environment

The objective of the outdoor testing phase was to confirm the efficacy of the developed
aerial watchdog system for PGP detection, utilizing a unique red dot square pattern. In
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Figure 10, we can observe the system’s ability to identify a red LED even at a height of
up to 6 m, even when operating in low-light conditions. The method leverages the power
of the NVIDIA Jetson platform, offering drone control over three rotational axes: pitch,
roll, and yaw angles. Figure 15 provides an overview of the outdoor testing environment,
while Figure 7 illustrates sample outcomes during the search mode. Our research reveals
that when the target falls within the camera’s field of view, the sensing camera exhibits
remarkable responsiveness, swiftly detecting and interpreting the LED as a square dot
in just 1 millisecond. The findings are illustrated through a binary edge map within
the mask frame, where white pixels signify detected edges. The fusion of previously
discussed methods, including Gaussian smoothing, gradient computation, non-maximum
suppression, and hysteresis thresholding, enhances the robustness of this image detection
and classification technique. This rapid detection capability facilitates seamless laser data
transmission, allowing for an uninterrupted 8-s window for data transmission.
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The Arduino-based laser communication system transmits data in 8-bit chunks to the
PGP. Initially, it takes each incoming data byte received from the serial interface and splits
it into two 4-bit nibbles. These nibbles are encoded into 8-bit integers using Hamming
encoding, significantly enhancing the system’s error detection and correction capabilities.
Following this encoding step, the system introduces modulation by adding start and stop
bits to ensure synchronization. During the modulation process, each bit is transformed into
two half-bits, each accompanied by a clock pulse. Logical ‘1’s are represented as ‘on’ states,
while ‘0’s are depicted as ‘off’ states, ensuring a robust and reliable data representation. The
reconstructed byte is transmitted seamlessly through the serial interface, completing the
communication cycle. Figure 16 illustrates the transmission process of continuous 8-bit data,
specifically ‘101011’ and ‘1101001,’ with the start and stop bits represented by a logic ‘0’.
This dedicated transmission method is capable of sending 8 bits of data at a rate of 117 Hz or
within 8.5 milliseconds. This transmission speed is well-suited for seamless data reception
and interpretation by the microcontroller, thereby ensuring error-free communication. The
results of this process can be conveniently monitored through a serial monitor tool.

In this study, using LEDs as a marker poses challenges regarding light dispersion,
influenced by various factors such as LED size, color, and type. Similarly, regarding vision
detectors, the viewing angle and diffusers can significantly impact the reading process.
Implementing a kernel function filtering mechanism and an edge detection method to
address the issue of light dispersion, particularly in the context of wide-angle LEDs, has
proven successful. These findings underscore that even a 5 mm LED with a 0.06 A current
and a 5 V power supply can be detected by a vision sensor at distances of up to 20 m, mainly
when the LED emits white light. However, in our investigation of the detection of traffic
lights, the LEDs utilized are more extensive and equipped with LED reflectors, resulting in
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brighter light emissions. In data transmission via laser technology, we departed from using
laser optical communication equipment and opted for a more straightforward system. Our
primary focus shifted towards developing programming algorithms to distinguish between
laser-generated and ambient light, achieving more precise and reliable data transmission.
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5. Conclusions

This research presents an innovative vision-based flying watchdog system designed
to elevate the capabilities of human security-based guard patrol systems. This system’s
ability to identify and verify checkpoints under challenging lighting conditions and its
real-time data transmission capabilities significantly contribute to security technology. It is
important to note some limitations in our research. Firstly, our camera sensing position
is fixed 45 downward, and the search pattern only forms a circular area with a radius of
approximately 1 m from the waypoint. Despite these constraints, our light detection results
reveal that a single white LED with specifications of 0.06 A, 5 volts, and an intensity ranging
from 27 to 70 lux can achieve the longest detection distance, reaching up to 20 m, even in
low-light conditions (9 lux) to standard lighting (390 lux). In contrast, other colors, such as
blue, red, and purple lights, exhibit shorter detection distances. Notably, yellow light cannot
be detected due to its proximity to white on the color spectrum. Additionally, we observed
that the square shape outperforms the pentagon and triangle patterns regarding detection
distance despite the pentagon having more LED strips and a larger size. Our research
findings demonstrate the feasibility of utilizing LEDs with different colors and patterns for
marker detection, particularly in scenarios where drone vision is deployed under favorable
lighting conditions. We successfully implemented the OpenCV algorithm, incorporating
thresholding and contouring with edge and color detection, effectively detecting and
classifying objects. Furthermore, the Gaussian kernel algorithm proved effective in image
smoothing. With an adaptive algorithm, the laser-based data transmission process exhibited
robust performance, unaffected by variations in the distance between the drone and the
PGP, as well as changes in beam intensity and divergence. Data transmission remained
efficient, with 8-bit data packets utilized to expedite the process. In practical applications,
when the transmitted data match the database on the detector, it triggers data upload to
the cloud, thereby serving as part of the check-in verification process.
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This study primarily focuses on low-speed data communication, currently lacking both
encoders and decoders. Furthermore, the vision camera’s orientation remains stationary,
pointing downward. Consequently, forthcoming research initiatives should aim to enhance
the PGP search method. Prospective improvements may encompass transitioning from a
fixed camera angle to a dynamic one and incorporating sophisticated detection algorithms
like YOLO to evaluate confidence levels. Furthermore, augmenting the laser-based data
transmission technique by introducing data encoding, expanding capacity, and accelerating
transmission speed could unlock fresh opportunities for advancing this groundbreaking
security technology.
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